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PEEK Classix white
PEEK LSG natural, black, green, blue, yellow, red
PEEK LSG und FG natural / black
PEEK CA30 LSG
PPSU LSG black BK937
PPSU LSG natural NT15
PPSU LSG blue BU1027
PPSU LSG brown BN1164
PPSU LSG yellow YL1337
PPSU LSG grey GY1037
PPSU LSG green GN1007
PPSU LSG orange OR1145
PPSU LSG red RD1018
PEI LSG natural
PSU LSG natural
PC LSG natural
POM-C LSG natural / black
PP-H LSG natural
To the best of our knowledge, we herewith confirm that the substances mentioned on the
Candidate List of Substances of Very High Concern as published by ECHA on 28 October 2008
and updated up to and including 08 July 2021, are neither intentionally introduced2 during the
production of the raw materials nor during the manufacture of the above mentioned stock
shapes, or that the maximum concentration of 0.1% (w/w) mentioned by ECHA has not been
exceeded, with the exceptions as mentioned below.
However, since the presence of the above mentioned substances cannot reasonably be expected,
Cellpack AG BBC Cellpack Technology does not systematically check their absence in its stock
shapes by testing.
Bisphenol A (CAS Nr. 80-05-7) is a monomer that is used in the production of the resins that are
used for the extrusion of PEI natural, PC LSG natural and PSU LSG natural stock shapes
respectively and so it will be present in the end products in very small quantities. According to the
resin suppliers these quantities are below 0.1% (w/w).

This statement expires in case of regulatory or compositional changes.
“Intentionally introduced” means “deliberately utilised in the formulation of a material to facilitate manufacture or to provide a
specific characteristic, appearance or quality”.
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